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Introduction
The starting point fわr my paper is John Wallis, whose English
grammar (1 st ed., 1653) I have been studying for a fairly long time
(cf. Miyawaki 2001, 2004, 2005). Wallis's grammar has been praised
by many modern commentators for liberating English from the yoke
of Latin grammar (e.g., Funke 1941 : 38, 66 ; Poldauf 1948 : 80, 82 ;
Padley 1985 : 191). His refusal to force the vernacular into the Latin
mould丘nds its typical expression in his declaration that English
nouns have neither gender nor case, andthat English verbs have only
two tenses, pT･eSent and past, and no moods at all.When he denies
gender, case, and mood to English, and recognises only two tenses, he
is establishing the presence or absence of these grammatical catego-
ries purely on fbmal grounds ; i.e., there are only two tenses in Eng-
lish because verbs in English have only two morphologically distinct
forms for tense ; e.g., burn and burned. Commentators have seen in
Wallis a `modern approach', not simply because he employs a fわrmal
criterion, but also because he applies it consistently throu.ghout his
treatment or all grammatical categories. The consistent application of
criteria is certainly a virtue of modern scholarship.
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Seeing the way Wallis deals with grammatical categories, I came to
be interested in examinlng What kind or criteria other English gram-
marians employ, and how consistently they apply those criteria. In
this paper, I propose to take up case and tense as representative cate-
gories of the noun and verb respectively, and examine the different
ways in which these categories are treated in 50 English grammars
published between 1586 and 1801 (see the list in the References).Al-
ston's bibliography, Vol. I (1974 [1965]), which covers English gram-
mars published befわre 1800, lists about 200 separate treatises, apart
from different editions and unlocated works. Thus the 50 grammars
under examination constitute a quarter of all the treatises potentially
available fわr research. As f♭r the criteria in dealing with case and
tense, I broadly distinguish two sorts : formal criterion and semantic
criterion. Since the terms forTnal and semantic are used in different
ways by different linguists, I need to specifywhat I mean by them. I
use the word formal quite straightforwardly, inthe limited sense of
morphological. On the other hand, I use the word semantic in a
rather broad sense, Covenng syntactic as well as semantic functions
and even extralinguistic notions like the division of time into present,
past, and future. Thus if a grammarian says that English nouns have
two cases because they have two morphologically distinct forms (e.g.,
master and TnaSteT･'S), the grammarian is using a formal criterion. In
contrast, if a grammarian says that the prepositional phrase to the
master is a dative case in English because it is semantically or func-
tionally equivalent to the Latin dative magistr6, the grammarian is
employing a semantic criterion.
LogiCally speaking, formal and semantic criteria can be combined in
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four ways inthe treatment of case and tense (Table 1).
Table 1 Four Combinations of Formal and Semantic Criteria (1)
CASE 疋TR  
TypeⅠ Vﾖ蹤7&友W&柳Semanticcriterion     
TypeⅠⅠ 杷ﾖﾆ7&友W&柳Formalcriterion    
TypeⅠⅠⅠ 杷ﾆ7&友W&柳Semanticcriterion    
TypeⅠⅤ Vﾖ蹤7&友W&柳Formalcriterion     
In the first place, one can treat both case and tense in semantic
terms. Secondly, one can deal with both case and tense in fわrmal
terms. Thirdly, One can apply a fbmal criterion to case, but a seman-
tic criterion to tense. Fourthly, one can do the other way round, em-
ploying a semantic criterion fわr case, but a fわrmal criterion f♭r tense. I
shall refer to these four combinations as Types I, ⅠⅠ, ⅠⅠⅠ, and IV, re-
spectively.
It should be noted, however, that not all grammarians are explicit
abouttheir criteria. Therefore, I deducetheir criteriafromtheir ac-
tual practice. As fわr the category or case, ir a grammarian recognises
only two or fewer cases, I take itthatthe grammarian is applying a
formal criterion. On the other hand, if a grammarian recognlSeS more
than two cases, I presume that the grammarian is employing a se-
mantic criterion.As for the category of tense, if a grammarian recog-
nises only two tenses, I take itthat the grammarian is applying a for-
mal criterion. On the other hand, if a grammarian recognlSeS more
than two tenses, I presume that the grammarian is employing a se-
mantic criterion. Thus the fわur types or criterial combinations I have
proposed can be represented also in terms of the number of cases and
tenses recognised by grammarians (Table 2).
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Table 2　Four Combinations of Formal and Semantic Criteria (2)
CASE 疋TR  
TypeⅠ ﾓf66W23-12tenses    
TypeⅠⅠ ﾓ&66W22tenses    
TypeⅠⅠⅠ ﾓ&66W23-12tenses    
TypeⅠⅤ ﾓf66W22tenses    
I will look at each of these types in some detail in the fbllowlng Sec-
tions.
Type I (Case : semantic criterion - Tense : semantic criterion)
To Type I belong those grammarians who deal with bothcase and
tense in semantic tens. Of the 50 grammatical treatises i have ex-
amined, 21 are of this type (Table 3).
Table 3　Type I (Case ; semanti(! Criterion - Tense : semantic erite-
rion) : 21 instances
Year WF"Case 彦VR     
1586 Vﾆﾆ"5 迭     
1617 這VﾖR6 迭  
1619 牌免ﾂ6 迭  
1646 ﾆR6 迭    
1671 班乏6 迭  
1700 犯覲6 迭   
1712 磐宥FR6 澱     
1728 之蹤ｲ6 迭   
1731 濡V6 澱    
1733 踐粨､V誚ﾆ66芳VR6 澱        
1735 ﾇ妨"6 釘    
1737 6 ㊓     
1748 磐'F問6 澱   
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Year WF"Case 彦VR     
1751 認棉vF6 澱   
1765 夫&B6 澱   
1772 棉6 迭    
1775 婦匁覲6 途  
1785 標76"3 迭   
1795 FﾆWF友R4 "       
1798 VFvW"3 湯   
1801 認ﾇF3 "     
Chronologically, this is the earliest type, including the first English
grammar by William Bullokar ( 1586). Early English grammarians did
not start from scratch, but had inherited the tradition of Latin gram-
mar. Thus when they set themselves to the task of writing an English
grammar, they had to respond to the Latin tradition in some way or
other. Many grammarians adopted Latin grammar as the framework
within which to describe English, and accordingly napped onto their
vernacular most of the categories as glVen in Latin grammar. It is ob-
vious that, in so doing, they had to draw on semantic criteria, because
English and Latin are fundamentally different intheir overt formal
structures.
To turnto the categories case and tense, the grammarians of this
type recognlSe more Or less the same number of these categories for
English as fわund in Latin, on the grounds that one can find in Eng-
lish semantic or functional equivalents to the inflected case and tense
forms of Latin. A typical way of treating case to be seen among these
grammarians goes like this : 'Nouns have six cases, TWTninatiue, geni-
tive, dative, accusative, uocatiue, and ablatiue.All these cases but the
genitive are indicated either by the position of the noun in a sentence
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or by a preposition before the noun'. Hence prepositions are often 
called 'signs of case'. As for the category of tense， a typical way of 
treating it goes like this : 'Verbs have five tenses， present， imperfect， 
perfect， pluperfect， and future. The present tense refers to the present 
time， and is indicated by the verb itself， e.g.， love. The imperfect tense 
refers to an event that was going on in the past，出ldis indicated by 
the ending -ed， e.g.， loved. The perfect tense refers to an event that 
was completed in the past， and is indicated by the auxiliary verb hαve 
and the past participle， e.g.， hαve loved. Th e pluperfect tense refers to 
an event that had been completed before some other past event， and 
is indicated by the auxiliary. verb hαd and the past participle， e.g . ，
hαd loved. The future tense refers to the time to come， and is indi同
cated by the auxiliary verb shαI or will and the infinitive， e.g.， shαI 
or will love'. Hence auxiliary verbs like hαve， shαl， will are often 
called ‘signs of tense'. 
Obviously， 1 am giving a rather oversimplified picture here. Not al 
the grammarians 1 have grouped into this type recognise the same six 
cases or the same five tenses. But al these grammarians at least 
have it in common that they recognise more than two cases for nouns 
and more than two tenses for verbs， i. e.， more cases and tenses than 
are overtly marked by inflections. 
Type 1 (Case : formal criterion -Tense : forma1 criterion) 
To Type I belong those grammarians who deal with both case and 
tense in formal terms. Of the 50 English grammarians under investi~ 
gation， only 4訂 eof this type ; the paucity of instances may be em~ 
phasised (Table 4). 
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Table 4　Type II (Case :formal criterion - Tense :fornalcriterion) :
4 instances
Year WF"Case 彦VR     
1653 夫ﾆﾆ0      
1693 ｶ問0      
1761 &妨7FﾆW2     
1777 陪'&2       
John Wallis (1653) is the first grammarian to react consciously
against the then dominant practice of transferrlng almost all the cate-
gories of Latin grammar to English. He is quite explicit about his new
approach : "I decided to employ a completely new method, which has
its basis not, as is customary, in the structure of the Latin language
but in the characteristic structure of our own''(Kemp's translation
1972 : 111). Accordingly, Wallis's criterion in establishing grammatical
categories is whether they are overtly marked in the fわrmal structure
of the English language. Applying this criterion to the actually ob-
seⅣed phenomena of English, Ile cones tO the conclusion that "there
is no reason at all fわr introducing a collection of cases, genders, moods
and tenses which are artificial and wholly inappropriate, and for
which there is no need and no basis in the language itself" (113). Wal-
lis does not recognlSe any Case at all, because nouns in English do not
have any inflections for case. He does not regard even the noun + -'s
form like malts as a case, treating such forms as possessive adjec-
tives. In like vein, Wallis recognlSeS Only two tenses, present and past,
because verbs in English have only two morphologically distinct fわrms
for tense ; e.g., burn and burned.
Joseph Priestley (1761) is also very clear about his fわrmal criterion.
He defines cases as "those changes in the terminations or nouns which
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seⅣe to express their relation to other words" (4), and accordingly rec-
ognises only two cases, noTninative and genitit)e (e.g., horse and
horse'S). Similarly, he establishes the category of tense on the basis of
the "changes of temination" (13) of verbs, and accordingly recognises
only two tenses, present and past (e.g., love and loved). In the second
edition (1768) of his grammar, Priestley adds an unequivocal state-
ment of his fわrmalism, where he says with regard to his denial of a
future tense : "we have no more business witha future tense in our
language, than we have with the whole system of Latin moods and
tenses ; because we have no modification of our verbs to correspond
to it. 【…】 The only natural mle f♭r the use of technical tens to ex-
press time, &C. is to apply them to distinguishthe different modifica-
tions of words''(vii-viii ; bold added f♭r emphasis).
The other two grammars I have classi丘ed under this type are
Alckin (1693) and Hamison (1777). Like Wallis, or presumably follow-
lng Wallis, Aickin recognlSeS nO Case f♭r nouns and only two tenses
for verbs. Hamison is similar to Priestley, recognlSlng two Cases and
two tenses. BothAickin's and Harrison's grammars are of such an ele-
mentary nature thatthey do not offer any theoretical justification for
their treatment.
Type III (Case : formal criterion - Tense : semantic criterion)
To Type III belong those grammarians who deal with case in formal
terms, but tense in semantic terms. Of the 50 grammatical treatises I
have investigated, 25 are of this type ; this is the largest number
among the four types (Table 5).
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Table 5　Type III (Case :fomal criterion - Tense : semantic criterion) ;
25 instan(!es
Year WF"Case 彦VR     
1594 背&VfW20 澱   
1634 WFﾆW"2 迭   
1640 幡62 澱    
1654 夫'F0 迭    
1685 W"0 "      
1688 磐坊vR1 澱  
1711 牌免F襯'&没⑦ﾆ襭0 澱     
1711 背&VV轅B1 澱   
1724 幡W20 澱   
1737 犯R0 釘   
1746 噺ｶ'0 澱   
1750 杷"1      
1754 杷'&0 澱   
1754 v0      
1755 幡1 澱     
1762 V61 迭     
1762 犯F2 湯   
1763 62 迭   
1771 杷V跏匁r2 澱  
1780 夫免ﾆﾗ21 澱   
1784 杷Vﾆﾂ2 澱  
1784 夫V'7FW"2 途  
1788 FR2 澱    
1792 杷r2 "    
1795 蕃Y/62 澱   
The practice or reducing the number of cases to two or less on fbr一
mal grounds began very early, already with Paul Greaves (1594), the
second English grammar after Bullokar'S. Greaves denies the category
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0fcase to English by not treating it at all. He was a follower of Petrus
Ramus (1515-1572), and presumably had in mind Ramus's fわrmal
de丘nition of case as ``a special termination of the noun" (Vorlat 1975 :
149). On the other hand, Greaves recognises six tenses f♭r verbs, One
present, three pasts, and two futures,thoughnot all these tenses are
overtly marked by innections.
Charles Butler (1634) recognises two cases, TWTninatiue and genitive
(e.g., Tnan and lnan'S) on formal grounds, but when he addresses the
category of tense, he does not hesitate at all in recognlSlng the same
five tenses for English as glVen in traditional Latin grammar. Simi-
larly, Guy Miとge (1688) defines case in formal terms : "[The] Distinc-
tion of Cases proceeds from the variable Termination of one andthe
same Noun" (33), and accordingly recognises only the genitive (e.g.,
God'S) for English. On the other hand, he does not confine the cate-
gory of tense to the two morphologically differentiated forms of a sin-
gle verb, but recognlSeS aS many aS Six tenses, adding that some of
them are fわrmed periphrastically, with the help of auxiliary verbs.
Thus the grammarians I have grouped into this type are not apply-
ing a single criterion consistently to both case and tense. However,
about two-thirds of them seem to be aware that they are applying dif-
ferent criteria to case and tense. 15 out of the 25 grammarians of this
type note, With varylng degrees of emphasis, that, strictly speaking,
English verbs have only two tenses, though, inthe final analysis, they
recognise five or six tenses. Dr Johnson (1755), for instance, clearly
states : "Verbs have only two tenses inmected in their terminations,
the present, and simple preterite ; the other tenses are compounded of
the auxiliary verbs have, shall, will, let, may, can, and the infinitive
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0fthe active or neuter verb''(blv). It is interesting to notice that only
two out of the 21 grammarians of Type I (i.e., those who apply a se-
mantic criterion to both case and tense) are making this kind of con-
cession. Thus it may be said that many of the grammarians of Type
III are fairly aware of the distinction between form and meaning, and
thatthey are deliberately choosing to adopt different criteria for case
and tense, rather than blindly mingling fbmal and semantic criteria.
Type IV (Case : semantic criterion - Tense :formalcriterion)
Type IV refers tothe combination of a semantic treatment of case
and a fbmal treatment of tense. Although this combination is cer-
tainly a lo由cal possibility, yet none of the 50 English grammars un-
der examination falls int,o this type. It may be recalled that the re-
verse combination, i.e., the combination of a formal treatment of case
and a semantic treatment of tense (Type III), is represented by the
largest number of instances. This asymmetry also suggests that many
of those grammarians who deal with case in fわrmal terms and tense
in semantic terms have chosen to do so, ratherthan adopted different
criteria haphazardly.
Michael (1970 : 515) remarks that "there was certainly no greater
obstacle to grammatical advance thanthat persistent confusion be-
tween fわrm and meanlng Which complicated the use of every cate-
gory''. I admit some tmth in Michael's judgement, but if most of the
grammarians before 1800 had been totally confused about the distinc-
tion between fわrm and meaning, there could be one or two instances
of what ∫ call Type IV even among the limited number of treatises I
have examined.
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Con(!lusion
The results of my research are represented in Table 6.
Table 6　Four Types of the Treatment of Case and Tense
CASE 疋TRⅠnstances   
TypeⅠ Vﾖ蹤7&友W&柳罎Semanticcriterion:        
3-6cases ﾓ'FVW2    
TypeⅠⅠ 杷ﾆ7&友W&柳罎Formalcriterion.. 釘    
0-2cases FVW2   
TypeⅠⅠⅠ 杷ﾆ7&友W&柳罎Semanticcriterion: R     
0-2cases ﾓ'FVW2    
TypeⅠⅤ Vﾖ蹤7&友W&柳罎FormalCriterion:       
3-6cases FVW2   
As I said at the outset, my starting point was John Wallis, who ap-
plied a formal criterion consistently to both case and tense.Asmany
commentators have said that Wallis exerted a great influence on sub-
sequent grammarians (cf. 拡emp 1972 : 67-70), my initial expectation
wasthat I would find a sizable number of grammarians who followed
Wallis in their treatment of these grammatical categories. But, in
fact, I was able to find only four instances of the Wallis type among
the 50 grammarians under investigation. The other 46 grammarians
are divided roughly evenly into Type I and Type III. I was not able to
find any instance of Type IV. Each of the three types with varying
numbers of instances seems to have its own rationale.
The grammarians of Type I are consistent in the application or their
criteria, in the sense that they treat both case and tense in semantic
terms. However, most of them are not clear about their own criteria,
but rather it seems thatthey couldn't but draw on semantic criteria
because they wanted to transfer virtually all Latin categories to Eng-
lish with few modifications. In fact, many of them are deliberately
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adopting the Latin model because they want their English grammars
to seⅣe not only as such, but also as an introduction to the study of
Latin grammar. For example, the aim of Joshua Poole's grammar
(1646) is apparent in its very title : The English AccideTWe : Or, a
short, plaine, and easie way, for the TnOre speedy attaining to the
Latine tongue, by the help of the English. I would callthis attitude a
'pedagogical universalism'.
The grammarians of Type II are consistent inthe application of a
formal criterion to both case and tense. In particular, Wallis's and
Priestley's methodologlCal emphasis on the overt formal structure of
English looks quite 'modern'and 'scientifiC'. In fact, One commentator
has hailed Wallis as one of ``the roots of modern structural descriptiv-
ism''(Constantinescu 1974 : 308). ∫ do not think it is a coincidence
that bothWallis and Priestley were not merely grammarians, but 'sci･
entists'in the strict sense or the word ; Wallis was a mathematician,
and Priestley was a chemist as well as atheologian. Inthe preface to
his English grammar, Priestley declares : "Gralnmar may be com-
pared to a treatise of Natural Philosophy li.e., natural science】 ; the
one consisting of obseⅣations on the various changes, combinations,
and mutual affections of words ; and the other of the parts of nature"
(1761 : vi). Thus the formalism ofWallis and Priestley may be said to
be based on a 'scientific emplnCISm'.
The grammarians of Type III are not consistent in the application of
their criteria, in thatthey deal with case in formalterms, but tense in
semantic tens. But, as i have already pointed out, it seems that
many of them have deliberately chosen different criteria for these
categories. Thus there may be some ways in which one can see their
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choice of criteria as 'coherent', if not consistent. As I have said, many
grammarians of this type explicitly admit that, strictly speaking, Eng-
lish verbs have only two tenses, present and past. This means that
they are awarethat if they applied a purely formal criterion,they
could identifyno more than two tenses. In their view, however, the
extralinguistic notions of time and time-distinction are so integrally
related to their conception of the verb that presumably they have
found it necessary, or at least practical, to override the limitations im-
posed by the overt stmcture of verb fわrms and recognlSe aS many
tenses as they think the notional division of time demands. James
Greenwood (1711), for example, admits that "in English l...] we have
properly but Two ltenses]", but prefers to define tense in semantic
terms as ``the distinguishing of a Thing done,鉦om a Thing not done",
and goes on to say that ``the natural and proper Number 【of tensesHs
three because all Time is eit,her past, present or to come" (113). Green-
Wood then subdivides each of these three basic tenses into two in
tem告 of the aspectual distinction between completion and incomple-
tion, thereby recognlSlng Six tenses altogether. Thus the rationale or
this type of grammarians may be called a `practical eclecticism'.
The rationales f♭r these types of treatment of case and tense are
summarised in Table 7.
Table 7　Rationalesfor Types I, II, and III
Type F柳ﾆR    
TypeⅠ VFvﾇV譌fW'6ﾆﾒ        
TypeⅠⅠ 6坊蹤亶V6Vﾗﾆﾒ     
TypeⅠⅠⅠ &7FﾆV6ﾆV7Fﾒ       
The treatment of grammatical categories such as case and tense by
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English grammarians befわre 1800 has been described by a number of
scholars. But they have tended to treat each category separately, and
not to pay sufficient attention to whether each individual grammarian
maintained a certain crit,erion throughout or applied different criteria
to different categories. I have tried to help fill this gap by taking up
case and tense as correlative parameters that indicatethe different
ways in which grammarians applied fわrmal and/or semantic criteria
to their description of grammatical categories in English.
*An earlier version or this paper was presented at the 21 st Henry Sweet Society
Colloqulum, Jesus College, Oxford, 13-16 September 2004.
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